AgNOR distribution in serous tumours of the ovary.
The present paper investigated the distribution of AgNOR in serous tumours of the ovary, with a particular attention to borderline lesion and carcinomas. AgNOR are classified as large AgNOR (LN) and small AgNOR (SN) and are counted separately in 100 nuclei for each tumor. Total number of AgNOR was also recorded (TN). The study shows that the mean values of LN, SN and TN increase from adenomas to borderline lesions and carcinomas, with highly significant differences (p less than 0.001). LN show the most impressive differences between borderline lesion and carcinomas, without overlap of values. The follow up of the patients is not long enough for any correlation between AgNOR counts and prognosis, but preliminary data suggest that high AgNOR counts in borderline tumors should be interpreted very cautiously, because they do not seem to have any correlation with a more aggressive behaviour.